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Celebrate your life
because each day has its joys

CANDLES AND PAPER FOR EACH DAY
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Daily Candle – candles for every occasion!

The only purpose of special events is to celebrate them and therefore, the perfect decoration with 
candles, paper-creations and Co. should not be missing. First and foremost, it has to be atmos-
pheric and distinctive. We would like to make you achieve this kind of ambience at your home. 
Make yourself comfortable, because in just a few simple steps your self-designed candles are 
going to create an unique living aura within your own four walls. 
 The candles made in your very personal way for each day can do more than just glowing - by 
simple techniques, they get quickly and above all straightforwardly a modern look and along 
with small paper details, they bring out even lovely messages in a very charming manner.

Celebrate your life – with Rayher!
Versatile design techniques for candles and a wide range of products are within 
your reach. Practically everything that is needed for your Daily Candle.

The candle for each day does not require much:
The candles () are going to be decorated in no time with wax sheets (), stencils () 
and the wax-liner (). With wax pellets (), colouring tablets (), and various wicks (), 
you can pour candles by yourself in beautiful glasses (). 

For the fabulous decorative coronet …
... are responsible enjoyable papers, tags, ribbons, boxes out of paper-mâché, stamps and Co.
Thus, the self-made light bringers become appealing gift s expressing your very own personality.





Let’s get down to the details
The invitation cards and the wedding-candles having same look make both a 
very good impression. The principle is the following: more is more, feathers and 
paper pennant tags () included! Printouts or stamp prints replace the labori-
ous handwriting in a particularly stylish manner.

Perfectly put into the limelight
The pictures printed on a transfer foil can be removed 
from the carrier paper by being briefl y dipped into a water 
bath, then affi  xed to the candle. The fi nal outcome: classy!

Now it’s getting really personal

Your own pictures with all the beautiful memories
cut a good fi gure on wedding-candles. Once on the 
transfer foil printed out with the laser printer, the motifs
can be affi  xed in no time to the candles which allow the 
special moments to shine through the candlelight.
The candles appear as if they were store-bought,
but looking much more personal and their appearance
being absolutely spotless.
 Small details out of wax or paper in addition send 
out messages and provide an invaluable look. 







The great joy in celebrating with others!

The lovely candle for each day not only makes your life 
more beautiful, but also of the loved ones. The self-cast 
tea light candles and the DIY-boxes of the same colour 
scheme will become the stylish duo. With some trans-
fer medium, it works even better, because motifs and 
messages can be both affi  xed onto paper as well as on 
the candle. The perfect opportunity full of creativity as 
a way to say THANK YOU.

Simply proceed as follows:
Print the motif or the message and coat the paper as 
well the candle with Chalky Finish transfer medium. 
Press on the motif and let it dry for one day. Thereaft er, 
moisten it () and rub the paper gently off  (). 

Joy easily brought
Your mum is the best one? Prove it to her with a nicely packaged candle, made by you! 
Or suprise your best friend with a safari-candle along with your latest holiday pictures. 
Limits? None are set to your creativity!



Apply stamps joyfully!
 
In the wide Rayher’s range can be found for every 
occasion the corresponding stamp. It decorates 
not only papers with delicate or detailed motifs, 
but henceforth also candles.
 Once the stamp with the StazOn ink-pad 
soaked, you alone will decide what to do next. 
Whether printed directly on the candle, on the 
transparent transfer-wax sheet or on the colourful 
wax sheets – each technique has its own incompa-
rable effect.

Incidentally: the stamp print adheres well to the 
candles, therefore no varnishing is here necessary.

Let the stamp speak for itself.
There is no better way to say THANK YOU.

Easily redecorated
Transparent stamped rib-
bon banners can be easily 
mounted on LED-candles 
and replaced when neces-
sary. This protects the can-
dle and make it last longer.



Spackled in an artistic manner!
 
Colourful wax sheets are crying for a colour-intoxication 
with the wax-liners!
 Stencils with various motifs help you to bring cool 
designs on the sheets without having any painting skills.
 Just lay the stencil on and putty the wax from the 
wax-liner over it. Done! 
Once the stencilled motifs dried out, the ornate wax 
sheets have to be pressed 
with warm hands onto the candles.

When time is of the essence 
 
Small wax-motifs can be affixed quickly on candles. 
This small present is really going to be nice by adding 
paper elements having with the appropriate stamp the 
same motif as the candle. Attractively packed is half 
the battle.

Green candle and green ribbons on the 
gift packaging – tone-on-tone shades fit 
perfectly.



A hint of luxury

Marbled candles fi t into any ambience and interior design, 
and at the same time radiate tasteful and modern look. 
Whether designed in a classical black & white combination 
or with some colours – the unique colour gradient turns the 
everyday candles into the absolute highlight for your home.
 You can not get enough of the high-quality marble design? 
Paper-mâché and scrapbooking-paper in a marble-design 
additionally liven this pleasing trend up. Practical everyday 
helpers get a very modern outfi t while the cards for nearly 
every occasion to the party of the year are inviting. 

Wax-dreams in marble look
For these particular candles, the Marble Paint mottle dyes have to be dropped into a 
large container with water. Stir the paint with a stick and dip the candle into it. It’s 
ready!







Opulent lanterns () with stamped ribbon banners out 
of paper () and a stamped small box with a distinct 
sense of detail – nothing else is required.

A great time-out for the spirit
Wonderfully scented candles helping you to relax. Whether on the bathtub rim or on 
the coffee table – the lovely lavender scent makes you feel relaxed.
Why not just give some relaxation away? Small boxes with pretty candles in a glass 
or with lanterns for cozy evenings on the balcony have proven popular with hosts and 
convey appreciation. After all, anybody can give flowers!
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Check out the Rayher soap products at our main retailers, in well-assorted craft stores or directly 
on our online shop.

You will find material specifications and instructions on our homepage.


